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AAPS eChalk Talks (eCT)  

Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) 
 

eChalk Talks hosted by AAPS should demonstrate your organization’s thought leadership. Your eCT should inform, 
engage, and discuss scientific topics and/or research and is not intended to be a sales pitch for your company or 
products.  All eCTs must provide a thoughtful and focused event description and demonstrate value to the AAPS 
membership as well as offer clear learning objectives.   

 

1. How and when are the eCTs scheduled? 
All eCTs are scheduled no less than 8 weeks before the date of the event. This gives the optimal amount of 
time for registration. All eCTs take place on Wednesdays from 11:15-11:45 a.m. or 1:15-1:45 p.m. The AAPS 
Digital Programs Manager will ensure that registration opens in a timely manner and that the link is sent to 
you for sharing and dissemination. 

 
2. Can I charge attendees for participating in this live eCT? 

No. AAPS eCTs must be complimentary for your attendees.  AAPS will not charge attendees for subsequent 
access to eCTs. 

 
3. How long are the eCTs? 

eCTs may be a maximum of 30 minutes (This includes time for Q&A if desired) 
 

4. Are the eCTs live or recorded? 
All eCTs are live and will include a live audience. You are permitted to use voice and PowerPoint presentations. 
Videos are prohibited.  Recordings will be open to the public for 90 days following the event after which time it 
will close to nonmembers. 
 

5. Who will moderate our event? 
The sponsor must select a moderator who is an industry expert and who will be on hand to moderate the live 
question and answer session.   
 

6. What is the presentation format? 
Presentations must be submitted no less than 5 business days prior to your event using the AAPS Power Point 
template in 16:9 format. Presentations submitted that are not on the AAPS template will be returned for 
resubmission. 

 
7. How will AAPS promote our eCT? 

All eCTs are featured and promoted on the  AAPS Online Learning website. AAPS will also send one dedicated 
email to our membership approximately one week prior to the event.  

 
8. How many attendees should we expect to attend our eCT? 

Attendance varies. It is directly correlated with the topic of the eCT, as well as the presentation date and time.  
 

9. Will we receive the list of attendees? 
Yes, all sponsors receive a list of registrants, contact information, job title, company name, and country. Please 

note attendees who have chosen to opt out of communications will not be included.  

 

10. Is there an opportunity to practice our presentation prior to the live event? 

Training opportunities on the Go-to-Webinar Platform are available on select Thursday mornings.  Contact 

roystons@aaps.org to schedule a training.   

https://www.pathlms.com/aaps
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